The past leaves the surprising experimental successes of the simple constituent quark model to be expained by QCD. Surprising agreement with experiment from simple Sakharov-Zeldovich model (1966) having quarks with effective masses and hyperfine interaction. Nambu's (1966) Colored quarks with gauge gluons gave mass spectrum with only qqq andq bound states. The future opens the way to new insight into QCD from heavy flavor experiments.
where m i is the effective mass of quark i, σ i is a quark spin operator and v hyp ij is a hyperfine interaction with different strengths but the same flavor dependence forandqq interactions.
This model can be considered analogous to the BCS description of superconductivity.
The constituent quarks are quasiparticles of unknown structure with a background of a condensate. They have effective masses not simply related to the bare current quark masses, and somehow including all effects of confinement and other flavor independent potentials.
The only contribution to hadron masses not already included is a flavor-dependent twobody hyperfine interaction inversely proportional to the product of these same effective quark masses. Hadron magnetic moments are described simply by adding the contributions of the moments of these constituent quarks with Dirac magnetic moments having a scale determined by the same effective masses. The model describes low-lying excitations of a complex system with remarkable success.
Striking Results and Predictive Power
Sakarov and Zeldovich already in 1966 obtained two relations between meson and baryon masses in remarkable agreement with experiment. Both the mass difference m s −m u between strange and nonstrange quarks and their mass ratio m s /m u have the same values when calculated from baryon masses and meson masses [5] 
Further extension of this approach led to two more relations for m s −m u when calculated from baryon masses and meson masses [6, 7] . and to three magnetic moment predictions with no free parameters [8, 9] breaking as entirely due to quark mass differences.. The dynamical origin of this additional singlet contribution is still unclear and controversial, with some models attributing it the annihilation of anpair into gluons or instantons and no reason to limit the mixing to only ground statewave functions. Admixtures of radial excitations and glueballs have been considered.
D. How to go beyond SZ66 with QCD
Many approaches are being investigated to use QCD in the description of hadron spectroscopy [10] . The complexity of QCD calculations necessitates the introduction of ad hoc approximations and free parameters to obtain results, thus losing the simplicity of the constituent quark model, with its ability to make many independent predictions with very few parameters, There is also a tendency to lose some of the good results of the constituent quark model; namely
• The universal treatment of mesons and baryons made of the same quarks
• The spin dependence of hadron masses as a hyperfine interaction
• The appearance of the same effective quark masses in hadron masses, spin splittings and magnetic moments
• The systematic regularities relating meson-nucleon and baryon-nucleon cross sections
While none of these results can be considered to have a firm theoretical foundation based on QCD, it is difficult simply to dismiss the striking agreement with experiment and the successful predictive power as purely purely accidental.
III. THE FUTURE -HEAVY FLAVOR PHYSICS GIVES NEW INSIGHT
Weak Decays need hadron models and QCD to interpret decays, but have too many diagrams and too many free parameters. Use of flavor topology can simplify analyses on one hand and challenge QCD to explain them if they work.
A. Experimental systematics challenging conventional wisdom
Universality of vector dominance couplings
The large branching ratios observed [11] for the appearance of the a 1 (1260) ± in all quasitwo-body decays D → a 1 (1260) ± X and B → a 1 (1260) ± X are comparable to those observed for π ± X and ρ ± X. No decays to the other p-wave mesons are within an order of magnitude of these values; e.g the difference between the a 1 and the a 2 . All 24 B decays of the These experimental systematics suggested a "vector-dominance" model [12] where the initial hadron state i decays to a final state f by emitting a W ± which then hadronizes into an a + 1 , ρ + or π + , along with a universality relation,
for all states i and f with corrections for phase space.
The a 1 data have large errors, b ut the experimental ratios [if a] are all consistent with 0.7, and more than order of magnitude higher than other upper limits
That such widely different decays should agree so well is impressive and suggests further investigation. e.g. reducing the experimental errors and looking for more decay modes like
Vector-Dominance Decays of the B c
The 
Puzzles in Singly-Suppressed Charm Decays
Two Cabibbo suppressed D + decay modes have anomalously high branching ratios which are not simply explained by any model [13] .
These are the same order as corresponding Cabibbo allowed branching ratios
The dominant tree diagrams for these corresponding allowed and suppressed decays differ All standard model diagrams that can contribute to these anomalously enhanced decays (3.1-3.2) are related by symmetries to a very similar diagrams for one of the following decay modes which show the expected Cabibbo suppression
There is no simple diagram that enhances the suppressed diagrams (3.1-3.2) without also enhancing others that show no experimental enhancement. It is therefore of interest to check the branching ratios for the transitions (3.1-3.2) and reduce the errors. Using the present data we find:
This is still large even at two standard deviations. If the large branching ratios are confirmed with smaller errors, there may be good reason to look for a new physics explanation. still has no completely satisfactory explanation and has aroused considerable controversy [14] Also the large inclusive B + → K + η ′ X .branching ratio is equally puzzling.
A parity selection rule provides a clear experimental method to distinguish between two proposed explanations with different flavor topologies .
1. The OZI-forbidden hairpin diagram [15] predicts a universal parity-independent enhancement for all final states arising from the flavor singlet component of the η ′ [16, 17] ..
2.
Parity-dependent interference between diagrams producing the η ′ via its strange and nonstrange components [15] predicts a large η ′ /η ratio for even parity final states like Kη and Kη ′ the reverse for odd parity states like K * (892) η and K * η ′ [14] . This selection rule agrees with experiment, although so far the K * η has been seen and the K * η ′ has not.
B. Predictions from simple easily-tested assumptions

The Flavor-Topology OZI rule and QCD
Two predictions which challenge QCD if they agree with experimenmt.
Because the ρ o and ω mesons both come only from uu this prediction requires only exclusion of hairpin diagram topology and holds even in presence of strong final state rescattering via all other quark-gluon diagrams.
This prediction also assumes the SU (3) Decay is product ofb → J/ψd or → J/ψs decay and hadronization function h If the weak transition isb →c + W + →c + c +q as in the dominant tree diagram.
If F L CKM = V cd /V cs other contributions are indicated.
Additional SU(3) assumption gives
A L (B d → J/ψρ o ) = A L (B d → J/ψω) = A L (B s → J/ψK * 0 ) √ 2 (3.21) A L (B s → J/ψφ) = A L (B d → J/ψK * 0 ) (3.22) A L (B s → J/ψρ o ) = A L (B s → J/ψω) = A L (B d → J/ψφ) = 0 (3.23)
How to test η − η ′ mixing
If the η − η ′ system satisfies the standard mixing, |η = |η n cos φ − |η s sin φ; |η ′ = |η n sin φ + |η s cos φ (3.24)
Then
Any large deviation of r or R B from 1 would indicate evidence of non standard η − η ′ mixing [18] . A simple test of this SU(3) symmetry is
SU(3) Relations between Cabibbo-Favored and Doubly-Cabibbo
These relations involve only branching ratios and are easily tested . They involve no phases and only branching ratios of decay modes all expected to be comparable to the observed 
where the subscripts S and W denote strong and weak form factors.
No such enhancement should occur in
If the SU(3) breaking is really due to the difference between products of weak axial and strong kaon form factors and vice versa, the SU(3) relation invlving the a 1 can be expected to be strongly broken and replaced by the inequality 
with the SU(3) breaking given by the inequality (3.34).
The a 1 and π wave functions are very different and not related by SU (3). The K ∓ a ± 1 → K ∓ π ± transition can proceed via ρ exchange
SU(3) relations between D + and D s decays
Both of the following ratios of branching ratios
are ratios of a doubly Cabibbo forbidden decay to an allowed decay and should be of order tan 4 θ c . The SU(3) transformation d ↔ s takes the two ratios (3.37) into the reciprocals of one another. SU(3) requires the product of these two ratios to be EXACTLY tan 8 θ c [21] .
BR(D s → K + K + π − ) BR(D s → K + K − π + ) · BR(D + → K + π + π − ) BR(D + → K − π + π + ) = tan 8 θ c (3.38)
Most obvious SU(3)-symmetry-breaking factors cancel out in this product; e.g. phase space. Present data [11] show BR(D + → K + π − π + ) BR(D + → K − π + π + ) ≈ 0.65% ≈ 3 × tan 4 θ c final state interactions that we don't understand must cast serious doubts on many SU (3) predictions.
